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SERIAL 1 ANNOUNCES EUROPEAN
AVAILABILITY OF LIMITED-EDITION
MOSH/TRIBUTE EBIKE

The Long-Awaited Special Edition Model, Produced in Very
Limited Quantities,is Available through European Dealers Right
Now

MILWAUKEE — September 18, 2021 — Serial 1 announced today that its much-

anticipated MOSH/TRIBUTE eBike is now shipping to dealers across Europe. Based on Serial

1’s standard MOSH/CTY eBike, the MOSH/TRIBUTE is an exclusive version elevated with

premium finishes, unique components, and unmatched attention to detail. 
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The Serial 1 MOSH/TRIBUTE holds remarkably true to the original Serial 1 prototype,

including rich gloss black paint with gold lettering, white-colored Schwalbe Super Moto-X tires

(exclusive to Serial 1), a hand-crafted leather saddle and matching leather grips from Brooks

England, and a stamped-brass shield mounted to the front signature light. 

Production of the Serial 1 MOSH/TRIBUTE is limited to just 650 units total — 325 for the

United States and 325 for Europe. Stock is extremely limited, so interested customers should

contact their Serial 1 dealer immediately to secure their own MOSH/TRIBUTE. Pricing will vary

by country; contact the dealer for pricing. A dealer locator can be accessed at www.serial1.eu.
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“When Serial 1 launched in October 2020, the first eBike shown to the public was a stunning

prototype drawn from the vintage motorcycle that inspired the creation of the Serial 1 eBike

brand,” says Aaron Frank, Brand Director at Serial 1. “We are thrilled now to offer a limited-

edition eBike that so faithfully captures the iconic look and feel of that first prototype.”  
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Behind the special paint and components, the Serial 1 MOSH/TRIBUTE maintains all the

features and functionality of the standard MOSH/CTY model, including:

A powerful, mid-mounted Brose S Mag motor that produces 90Nm torque

An integrated, removable, 529Wh battery that delivers 35-105 miles range 

A clean and maintenance-free Gates Carbon Drive belt final-drive

Strong and reliable hydraulic disc brakes

Internal cable routing and integrated LED lighting front and rear

For downloadable images of the MOSH/TRIBUTE, please visit https://serial1.com/press-kit/. 
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About Serial 1

Serial 1 offers premium eBicycles that are guided by intelligent, human-centered design and

crafted using the most advanced bicycle technology available, to create the easiest and most

intuitive way to experience the fun, freedom, and instant adventure of riding a pedal-assist

electric bicycle. Find out more by visiting www.serial1.eu.
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